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questions. Thread starter evan Start date Nov 24, Help Support Homebrew Talk:. Joined Mar 19,
Messages Reaction score 1 Location lafayette. M trying to build my own control box for my HLT
element. Element is watt. The diagram on the pid says v on the pins where the power is
connected. Does this mean that I bring all power in there? Both red and black connect there? If
not then where? I plan on putting a common ground bus bar, shoul I put neutral and power
buses too? Tiny carriage bolts through the bottom or what. I'm sorry for the stupid questions.
Total noob to electronics, I'm a bricklayer not an engineer. Link Please I've no idea what you are
doing based on your description. More info please. I just wired mine in last week. It was a mypin
ta4 pid. If that's the same one I can send you some pics of my connections and control box. Pm
me. Last edited by a moderator: Oct 23, Pj, I posted the link above. I will be bringing power from
a 30a plug. I have a friend who is an electrician who is going to make a "cord" using romex with
the appropriate plug in. I will then run said wire into the project box. There lies my question.
Where does the incoming power go? I understand I need to ground it somewhere so the ground
will go to a bus bar. I also understand that wires connect the SSR to the pid in the appropriate
pins. As for the element power, I plan to put a 30a outlet in the project box. I plant to connect a
dryer cord to the element and plug into said outlet. Also how can I break v into v to run an
additional switched v outlet to run my pump. And maybe another switch to run a pc fan over the
SSR. I hope this is more specific. I'm not familiar with that PID in any way. With that and the
minimal info provide for the PID on the site posted, I cannot help you. So sorry. Joined Oct 22,
Messages Reaction score I found the instructions here. P-J said:. Click your link. It is not
readable. IMHO Sorry to all Count me out of this situation. I've been running it for about two
months and it works great. The wiring diagram I used for mine came from this instructable. I can
get you some photos of the inside of the panel if you think it will help. Joined Sep 20, Messages
Reaction score Romex really isn't meant to be used as a portable power cord. You want SJ or
SO flexible cord that uses stranded conductors. Inside the control box 10 gauge copper. I'll try
to get some photos tomorrow. I did not mean building wire. I mean stranded like what one
would buy to repair an air compressor. I appreciate all the help. I'm only using V, so I don't
believe that means 24 amps right? Less than 15 AMPS right? Please correct me if I'm wrong, I'm
buying my wires today :rockin:. I'll be following this thread to ask any questions and see how
the OP has done things instead of opening a new one with the exact topic. OP, you make
progress please let us know. Thanks and good luck. Thanks for the pics. Once I've got the box
and parts mounted and get to the wiring, I might be asking a couple questions here. Bobby, the
threads has gotten jumbled because of my questions sorry OP! I've got a 12x12x6 box I'm
picking up to I don't think I'll have any issues with space. Ok, one of the hot legs goes to the pid
fused. The neutral also goes into pid. One hot goes directly to my element via two pole switch
intro my outlet in my control box. Is that correct? I am sorry but I want to be sure before I run
this thing. I assume neutral will carry through ssr. My electrician friend is the one who
questioned it. But thank you. Also how much clearance is needed atop the SSR? I've got about
half inch with it sitting on the heat sink. Should I or could I lay it on its side for more air from the
fan hits it? Don't forget the thermal grease between the SSR and the heat sink. I've read a lot of
posts where people have fired their SSR in only a couple minutes. Joined Feb 26, Messages 2,
Reaction score I think you want as much room around it as possible for better air flow. Maybe
someone else has some advise on placement. In my case it is on the side with the heat sink
sticking outside the top of the panel. I don't have a fan but even during the boil it only gets
slightly warm. View attachment View attachment I would think that with your side mounting that
you would dissipate heat more efficiently with the heat sink fins running vertically, so that the
heat can easily rise away from it. That said, if you are not having any problems with
overheating, I wouldn't worry about it. Unfortunately the panel is not deep enough to mount the
heat sink vertically. I will keep in in mind if I decide to move to something larger. All built!
Thanks to everyone! Ok so, I originally wired according to pj's diagram. Everything came on but
pid was screwy, reading like So I tried to figure out why. So wtf. It sounds like you wired a hot
and neutral to the SSR terminals, but who knows. You must log in or register to reply here.
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when closed Latest: TkmLinus 15 minutes ago. Brew Science. What are you drinking now?
Latest: BongoYodeler 16 minutes ago. General Homebrew Discussion. With this instructable,
we will take a cheap toaster oven and turn it into an accurate, temperature controlled tempering
oven that will be able to achieve a stable and accurate temperature controlled by a
microprocessor. Why do we want to do this? After heat treating steel, it's in a very hard and
brittle state. So we can use it with less risk of it snapping, we want to temper it. Tempering will
slightly soften steel, but more importantly will restore flexibility to it. Most steel manufacturers
specify particular temperatures to temper steel at so you can achieve a given hardness rating.
Having the temperature accurate to a fraction of a degree isn't critical for tempering, but I want
more accuracy and repeatability than the simple bimetallic strip thermostat that most
inexpensive ovens use. I was aiming for something pretty low-cost for the toaster oven. I
specifically don't want anything with fancy digital controls or anything like that as I'm only
going to be bypassing them. I wanted a toaster oven that has a shield over the heating
elements. In an oven with an exposed element, you have radiative heat essentially infra-red light
where heat is transferred directly from the heating element into the workpiece in the oven.
Whilst this heats the part up nice and quickly, and is often what you want in a toaster oven as it
will give you a nice crispy exterior, it's harder to measure an accurate temperature of the
workpiece as the air temperature in the oven that the sensor is measuring will often be lower
than the temperature of the workpiece. I couldn't get the exact one I found online that had a
shield, so I'll have to fabricate one myself. Convective heat transfer or, more simply, convection
instead means that the heating element is heating the air and the air is heating the workpiece
and the sensor. This is less efficient and slower, but it allows our sensor to more accurately
measure a temperature that will be the same for the workpiece. Speed of heating is less of an
issue in this case as tempering cycles are typically hours each, so a few more minutes to heat
up at the beginning doesn't make a lot of overall difference. Radiative Heat Transfer. Convective
heat transfer. It's widely available, relatively inexpensive and seems to be pretty well supported.
Without this, the toaster oven either has a wildly inaccurate temperature control or no
temperature control at all. The PID is able to take many measurements of the temperature over
time in the oven the particular model I've chosen samples the temperature twice per second , it
works out what the current temperature is, it knows what I want the temperature to be and it can
see how fast it's heating up or cooling. Armed with this data, the PID can then ramp up the
temperature and when it's getting close to the temperature I've dialled in, it will slow the rate of
heating by turning the heating element on and off and then keep the temperature at a stable
level again, by turning the heater on and off. This is far more than I'm going to need, but
keeping the current lower than the maximum will extend the lifespan of the device and keep it
running cooler. I'm also using a heatsink on the SSR to further keep it cool. Furthermore, you
can never be too sure about the actual ratings of eBay components, so with a W oven, I'm only
drawing 6. This thermocouple is inexpensive and rugged, although not as accurate as some
other ways of measuring the temperature. I have ordered but not yet received a 3-wire PT
resistance thermometer. The PID can be programmed to use almost any commonly found
temperature sensor, it defaults to a Type K but can easily be changed to PT It is very important
to let the PID know what kind of temperature sensor you're using as they all behave very
differently and you will get wildly inaccurate readings if you're using the wrong type. Most
cheap toaster ovens have little to no insulation. They're a metal box for the oven cavity and then
an air gap between that and the outer shell. In order to help keep a more stable temperature in
the oven, and to protect the electronics in the PID from the heat of the oven, I've taken the shell
off the toaster oven, wrapped the oven cavity in high temperature insulation wool HTIW and
then put it all back together again. The fine ceramic fibres in HTIW are really not good to breathe
in, so ensure you wear appropriate protective equipment when working with it. It may cause
cancer by inhalation and is irritating to the skin. It only takes a minute to put on your safety
gear, so play it safe. Do not breathe the fibres from it and protect yourself against skin and eye
contact. Before you put all of this gear into your toaster oven, you should first check that it's all
working correctly, that you have the relevant configuration in the PID and that you have
calibrated your temperature sensor. How it all goes together will vary depending on the PID and
sensor that you have. In the instruction manual for your PID and, possibly on a sticker on the
case, will be a wiring diagram like the one above. If you know how to translate it, wiring
everything up is quite simple. Let's start with the temperature sensor. If you are using a 3-wire
sensor, then it connects to terminals 3, 4 and 5. Most 3-wire sensors generally resistance type
sensors like a PT will have two leads that are one colour and a third lead in a different colour. If
you're using 2-wire sensor, then it connects to terminals 3 and 4 and you put a short wire link
between terminals 4 and 5. Some PT sensors are 2-wire and all thermocouples are 2-wire. A
2-wire PT sensor is likely to be slightly less accurate than a 3-wire version. I've got a Type K

thermocouple, so it's a 2-wire sensor. Thermocouples are polarised, one terminal will be
positive and one will be negative. PT sensors are not polarised, so can be installed either way.
My Type K sensor had a red and a blue terminal. I guessed that red was positive and blue was
negative and it was correct. The temperature sensor is the trickiest bit, and you're not going to
blow anything up if you get it wrong, so hook it up how it looks like it goes and then test it to
make sure it works as expected. If you have a thermocouple connected the wrong way, it will
read negative temperatures, not positive. If you have a 3-wire sensor hooked up the wrong way,
it will probably just give you a constant, low reading that won't change with temperature. For
the Power input terminals 9 and 10 check what voltage your PID expects. I have a mains lead
that I have stripped the ends off to connect it temporarily. When it's in place in the toaster oven,
I'll be using some of the internal wiring to power it. In this case, it doesn't matter which one you
hook up to Live and Neutral, so connect them up, tighten the screws and make sure there's no
bare wire exposed. Lastly, connect the SSR. Out of the box, the PID and sensor will probably
give you wildly inaccurate temperature readings. Fortunately there are two things that you
should have easy access to that will ensure you can get a pretty accurate calibration. Definitely
accurate enough for the purpose of running the tempering oven. What are these magical,
mystical items with a known temperature? Ice Bath Boiling Water A properly made ice bath can
be within 0. I recommend starting with an ice bath and then checking with boiling water. You
MUST have ice going all the way to the bottom of the container and extending above the surface
of the water. While you're measuring the temperature, you want the tip of the probe to be in the
middle of the water and ice, and keep stirring it around. When I first hooked up my sensor and
chilled it in an ice bath, it was reading something like Don't be alarmed that it's not reading 0.
Every thermocouple is slightly different in the voltage level that it will produce at a given
temperature. To program in the offset of Once you're in setting mode, keep pressing the SET
button until the display reads Sn on the upper display and 0. Using the arrow buttons put in a
value of Then, press and hold SET to cycle through the rest of the setting blocks and back to
the home screen. This will lock in your temperature offset and this setting will be retained even
after you power the PID off. Once the water has come to a boil, dip the sensor in the boiling
water and be careful to keep your fingers out! Stay well clear from the sides of the saucepan,
make sure the sensor is in the middle of the water. After seconds or so, the PID should be
reading pretty close to If you're reading within, say, half a degree of If it's out, go back to the ice
bath making sure there's still sufficient ice in the bath and start the calibration process again.
So, to recap, PV is the Process Value - in this case it is the currently measured temperature. SV
is the Set Value - the temperature you want to achieve. The PID needs to know if it's controlling
heating or cooling. If it's set to heating then it will turn on the output when the Process Value is
lower than the Set Value - it wants to heat things up to the SV. If, however, it's set to cooling ,
then it will turn on the output if the PV is higher than the SV - it wants to cool things down to the
SV. Use the arrow buttons to change the value to either 2 for heating the default or 3 for cooling.
We want it to be set to 2 as we're controlling a heater. Then, hold down SET to cycle through the
other setting blocks until you're back at the home screen. To configure the Set Value, when
you're on the home screen PV reading current temperature at the top and SV reading set value
at the bottom use the arrow buttons to change the SV. PV will probably be giving you room
temperature at this stage, assuming the probe isn't still in the ice bath or boiling water. Now that
you've verified that everything is working, you can take the toaster oven apart and install the
PID, SSR and temperature sensor. Your toaster oven will probably be different to mine, so you'll
need to work out the best way to take it apart and put it back together again! With mine, I
couldn't get the sides of the case off until I'd taken the front off. I couldn't get the front off until
I'd undone the spring that holds the door closed and this was pretty tricky. I cut out a 45x45
square from some cardboard and using the cardboard as a template, marked a square where
the PID would go. I marked the square to cut and then slowly and carefully cut it out with a
Dremel and a cut-off wheel. Make sure you're not cutting with a grinding disk or grinding with a
cutting disk or you are more likely to break it. Also, with the cutting disks, only cut straight
lines. They are incredibly brittle and if you try and cut a curve not that you need to for this
project you'll probably break it and have little bits of disk flying everywhere at very high speed.
Once I had my square cut out, I broke the sharp edges with a file so I didn't cut myself when
fiddling around with it. This bit is pretty fiddly and difficult to describe what to do as your
toaster oven will probably have different wiring to mine. I located the point where the mains
wiring came into the case. From here it went first to the thermostat and then from the
thermostat to the selector switch, from there to the timer switch and then on to the heating
elements. This means that the PID is switching the SSR on and off, and this switches the power
to the heating elements that was otherwise switched by the thermostat dial. If your toaster oven
doesn't have a thermostat lots of cheaper ones don't then you'll need to wire the OUTPUT

connectors on the PID in series with the mains power to the heating elements. Don't worry if
you don't have one with a timer, I would have preferred one without a timer as well, but this was
the cheapest one I could get. I have used some regular mains cord to make the extra
connections because I plan to put thermal insulation in to protect the PID and the wiring. If you
have access to high-temperature wiring, I'd recommend using that as it's going to be safer in
the long run. So, to recap, I have wired the SSR in place of the old thermostat. I also took a lead
from the mains input and sent this to the power inputs on the PID as it needs power to run as
well. First up, locate your safety equipment. Mask, glasses and gloves at a bare minimum. If this
stuff gets in your lungs you can get cancer. If it gets into your skin, you'll be really itchy. Just
take a minute now to get safe. I measured out a strip that was the depth of the oven from front
to back and it was wide enough to cover the top and right-hand side. I did want to cover the
left-hand side too, but there's the spring that holds the door closed, and I didn't want to have
the spring breaking fibres off. I couldn't cover the rear as there wasn't a separate outer case
over the back. I had to take the whole control panel off, and then carefully and gently get the
insulation behind all the wiring and against the side of the oven. It was really fiddly to do,
especially as the only gloves I could find were welding gauntlets - at least my arms were
covered too. In putting it all back together, at this point you want to try and add some insulation.
I'm going to fill the void in between the oven cavity and the outer case with Isowool. You'll
notice a distinct lack of Isowool in my photos - that's because I don't have it on hand yet so I'm
going to have to take it apart and add it later. I can't really run the oven like this - the
compartment where the PID lives is designed to get warm and it's likely too warm for the PID. I
will be putting a sheet of Isowool on the oven side of the cavity where all the controls live. This
will regulate the temperature in there, keeping it within the operational range of the PID and
ensure that my wiring doesn't melt. I will be packing Isowool in between the oven cavity and the
outer case on the top and left-hand side, this will help regulate temperatures inside the oven. I'll
also see if I can find some way to put Isowool on the rear of the oven as well - the better
insulated it is, the better the PID will be able to keep an even temperature. Participated in the
Trash to Treasure Contest Question 2 months ago on Step 8. Answer 2 months ago. The sn
parameter defines the sensor type. Check paragraph 5. The parameter you want is the SC
Sensor Calibration Question 6 months ago on Step 5. I'm trying to repair a non-standard electric
range which has a failed solid-state oven controller by using your temperature control method. I
got the controller ITC but it did not come with a sensor as per your article. What sensor can I
use? Where can I get it? I'm quite sure that the SSR in the oven will work with the controller, but
I don't know the specs of the existing sensor, so I'd rather get a new one. BTW, great article!
Question 10 months ago on Step 9. The Probe started to rust so I ordered a new K Probe but it
was 50mm long so not the small one that came with the unit, It also has just a red and blue
cable Plugs but when I connect the new 50mm K Probe to the unit it is showing error 1 and
flashing a load of things on the screen. Can this unit only use the small K Probe that comes with
the unit. Question 11 months ago on Introduction. I am using my oven for powder coating and
glad I stumbled on this upgrade. What is the length of your probe? Question 12 months ago.
Will this PID work on an electric heat treat oven? I built one and I'm using the Inkbird itcvh
which doesn't have the timer and I have to use my phone to set the time, for example when
reaching the F temperature I want that temperature to stay for minutes before turning off. Will
this PID do that? Question 1 year ago. Great instructable. Bonus that its the exact oven I have to
work with only clean. Wondering if you might share what temperature ranges you've run this at.
My primary usage would be a solder reflow oven, which should be fine, but id also like to use it
as a treatment oven for moist 3d printing filament, so I need to be able to maintain a stable 50
degrees or so. Not sure how the oven or the PID controller would cope with that low a setting.
Reply 1 year ago. This is a great instructable! I bumped in to this post because I'am currently on
the verge of doing my project study in which I'am going to melt plastic and then mold it to look
like a plastic tiles for flooring. I've decided to use an oven for melting plastic but I'am not that
knowledgeable in electronics so this is would really help me a lot. And can I get a full
documentation and tutorial for this instructable? Thank you very much!! Reply 2 years ago. I
can't give you any more information about the build than what I've published here - this
instructable is my full documentation and tutorial for the build. Question 2 years ago. Great
tutorial thank you very much, it is super useful in so many applications. I only have limited
knowledge of electronics and i am trying to apply this process to my ovens so i have a lot of
questions. First of all, my oven has two thermostats to control the temperature of top and
bottom heating elements separately. Do i then get a PID that has 4 outputs? Will that control
both sets simultaneously? Or do i need to get 2 separate PIDs? Second question is about
power, this oven is a three phase, although we run it on single phase off a converter. I have
attached a picture of the inlet of power, how would i go about connecting the PID it to this? If it

is even possible Thirdly, would the PID be running the heating elements at full power until it
begins to approach the set temperature? Because this would most likely short the oven as I
mentioned we run it off a converter and if that is the case, is there a way around it? Thank you
so much for the tutorial. You mentioned a temp of around degrees. I would like to make a mini
Pizza oven that reaches or perhaps even as high as degrees. I would also add an alarm as well
as a thermal cutoff as a safety measure. Am I pushing one of these ovens beyond it's temp limit.
It should cook a pizza fast enough where you would not want to leave it untended. I would also
consider mounting the PID controller externally. Answer 2 years ago. I don't know if the oven
would even reach degrees, particularly with a glass door that will let a fair bit of heat out.
Thanks for the process. Will this work with a cartridge heater that is rated - Watts? Please let me
know. Great Instructable, clear explanations and photos. Glad to see that you are also safety
conscious. I'm going to modify a bit to use in a poultry incubator. Hello dear Kai. I can't really
offer any helpful advice on that particular unit - I've not encountered it before, so I don't know if
it will work or not. If it's a PID for controlling temperature, you should be able to work it in by
following the instructions you got with the PID controller and seeing if you can match up the
connections as per my example. If you are at all unsure however, please speak to someone who
can offer you professional advice as you are working with mains voltage electricity and it is
quite dangerous if you don't know what you are doing. By kai. More by the author:. About: I like
making things. More About kai. We will combine some common and off-the-shelf components to
easily and safely achieve this goal. Radiative Heat Transfer Convective heat transfer. This is the
bit that works the magic to make the whole thing sing. With that out of the way, let's proceed.
Then, once you've added the water to the ice, give it a minute or two to cool, and stir it well. To
check that the calibration has worked, boil some water in a saucepan on the stove. Now that
your temperature sensor is calibrated, you need to check the programming in the PID. Here's
how I went about working out what went where. Once the insulation was in place, I put the outer
case back on and it all held in quite well. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It!
Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. Answer Upvote. OneScrewLeft jonah.
Reply Upvote. DB Question 6 months ago on Step 5. Maugriman Question 1 year ago. ArgienelI
2 years ago. FrancescoV29 Question 2 years ago. ReggieM1 Question 2 years ago. Kdemon 2
years ago. Shecta 2 years ago. Col68 Question 2 years ago. Hello Kai. Do you think i will take a
chance to use this model? Thank you in advance for all information, cordially. Col68 Col68
Answer 2 years ago. Hi Col68, I can't really offer any helpful advice on that particular unit - I've
not encountered it before, so I don't know if it will work or not. Electrical Engineering Stack
Exchange is a question and answer site for electronics and electrical engineering professionals,
students, and enthusiasts. It only takes a minute to sign up. Yes, you have it right. Add
appropriate fuses and an overtemperature cutout for safety. Edit: Re your proposed wiring
diagram edit, it's better to switch the hot rather than the neutral, as in your verbal description.
Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 4
years, 3 months ago. Active 4 years, 3 months ago. Viewed 7k times. Improve this question.
Nyxynyx Nyxynyx 1, 3 3 gold badges 19 19 silver badges 39 39 bronze badges. Add a comment.
Active Oldest Votes. Always fuse the HOT line, not the neutral. Improve this answer. Spehro
Pefhany Spehro Pefhany k 12 12 gold badges silver badges bronze badges. Does it look better
now? Where on the Hot line should I place the fuse? Fuse goes in series with the hot from the
line cord so both the SSR and the controller are fused. Of course the relay is a dry contact and
cannot trigger an SSR without an external power supply. Show 6 more comments. Sign up or
log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post
as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. The Overflow Blog. Podcast How to use
interference to your advantage â€” a quantum computingâ€¦. Level Up: Mastering statistics with
Python â€” part 2. Upcoming Events. Featured on Meta. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks
editor. Visual design changes to the review queues. Related 3. Hot Network Questions. Question
feed. Whilst building an electric foundry, I made use of a PID to accurately and safely control the
heat. It monitors a system and then applies a specific control as and when necessary. PIDs are
often used to control speed, flow, pressure and as in this case temperature. My controller came
with a fairly basic instruction leaflet, certainly not ideal for the complete novice. Thankfully with
a bit of trial and error I was able to make some sense of this as detailed below. I did find a useful
YouTube video and whilst I'm not sure if it's the official product video or not, I'll include the link
anyway to help anyone else looking at this item - here. Within the instructions and on the side of
the unit was a silver label depicting the suggested wiring diagram. A thermocouple is an electric
thermometer. They are generally made of two or more metals and as heat is applied an
electromotive force is induced within these metals. However, where normal relays have moving
contacts, an SSR has no moving parts and therefore has a longer lifespan. They work using
semiconductor devices such as thyristors and transistors rather than the traditional magnetic

coils. However, it's not instantly clear what to do with the SSR and how and where to power
everything. Hopefully my digram below will make things a little clearer. Other makes and models
will need to be wired differently. The power source is the mains in your neck of the woods.
Wherever you live, you should buy the appropriately rated PID for your area. I've suggested
splitting off the mains supply with two fuses though the diagram only shows one which may
seem initially confusing. The PID itself requires very little power to complete its work, so a low
rated fuse is appropriate here. The secondary circuit, the one that's switched on by the relay, is
likely to be more demanding. In my case it's heating coil which consumes around 10 amps of
current and produces Watts of power. However the whole mains supply is fused using a
standard UK 13 Amp fuse and whilst this technically protects all the components, I still think it
wise to protect the finer circuitry of the PID with a small fuse. Possibly the most confusing
element of the diagram can be found between terminals 4 and 5 on the PID. Here the
manufacturer tells us to bridge these, i. Whilst the first question I asked myself was 'why' I later
considered that maybe the same components are used in other items sold by the same
company. My advice is to not worry about this and simply bridge the terminals. Make sure your
wires are up to the task. I used a heavy-duty heat resistant flex. It's the sort of cable you might
find on any quality extension lead. It's capable of handling the loads placed upon it without risk
of overheating. Remember, your wire should be rated higher than your circuit. So if your circuit
requires 10 amps, your wire should be able to deliver 15 amps or more. There's no upper limit to
the size of the wire, but it's pointless spending good money on ridiculously overpowered
cables. Just be sensible. Remember, the outside sleeve colour of a wire does not effect the way
the wire works. The sleeves are different colours to help make wiring easier if they were all the
same colour, it would be quite confusing. Though it's good practice to use specific colour wires
for specific tasks such as red for positive, blue or black for negative, etc it's important to
remember that on the inside wires are generally just copper. If electronics isn't your thing, this
wiring sequence might help. I've renumbered the points on the wiring diagram. Simply run a
wire from point to point:. The moment the PID is turned on it shows a lot of confusing numbers
that mean nothing at all. Some manual adjustment is needed. The upper, larger red numbers
should the temperature that's being picked up by the Thermocouple, or at least they should.
The chances are this is wildly inaccurate. You need to manually calibrate this. To calibrate the
thermocouple, you need an accurate reading of the temperature it's supposed to be measuring.
In my case, I placed a thermometer in my cold foundry and gave it a few minutes to settle.
Random YouTube Comment. Payments are handled securely by PayPal. For more information
on why I have this button, click here. Alternatively, if you can spare a little each month, consider
becoming a Patron. Patron's make it possible for me to continue developing my YouTube
Channel and my websites. See the accompanying video here Wiring Components My controller
came with a fairly basic instruction leaflet, certainly not ideal for the complete novice.
Thermocouple A thermocouple is an electric thermometer. Fuses I've suggested splitting off the
mains supply with two fuses though the diagram only shows one which may seem initially
confusing. Bridge Possibly the most confusing element of the diagram can be found between
terminals 4 and 5 on the PID. Wires Make sure your wires are up to the task. Wiring Sequence If
electronics isn't your thing, this wiring sequence might help. Ideally mains Live should be
fused. Any metal in your project might benefit from being Earthed E Once the mains
connections are made live, the PID should work Initial Setup The moment the PID is turned on it
shows a lot of confusing numbers that mean nothing at all. Thermocouple Adjustment To
calibrate the thermocouple, you need an accurate reading of the temperature it's supposed to
be measuring. Thank you for sharing! Very thorough explanation and great diagrams. Become A
Patron Alternatively, if you can spare a little each month, consider becoming a Patron. Pid
Temperature Controller Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified good enough pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the skill and signal contacts in the midst of the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives counsel roughly the relative perspective and union of devices and terminals upon the
devices, to assist in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would pretend more
detail of the inborn appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to
heighten interconnections exceeding living thing appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make sure that all the friends have been made and that
everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams appear in the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use customary symbols for wiring
devices, usually vary from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
lonely produce an effect where something is to be installed, but in addition to what type of

device is inborn installed. For example, a surface ceiling fresh is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling lively has a every second symbol, and a surface fluorescent lighthearted has
substitute symbol. Each type of switch has a vary symbol and thus accomplish the various
outlets. There are symbols that do something the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to espouse attachment of the dwelling to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will afterward add together panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special facilities such as flame alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary
special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. We noticed that you're using an ad-blocker, which
could block some critical website features. For the best possible site experience please take a
moment to disable your AdBlocker. Forums New posts Search forums. Articles New articles
New comments Series Search articles. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search
profile posts. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. What's new. Log in. Contact us.
Close Menu. Some of the links on this forum allow SMF, at no cost to you, to earn a small
commission when you click through and make a purchase. Let me know if you have any
questions about this. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Please help!!! The instructions are you know what's coming
next don't you! Or is it a faulty PID? If anyone could help me here, I'd be really grateful because
in the meantime all my smoking is based on manual readings which is a pain. My model is
highlighted - it's the CD BTW I don't understand which SSR connector should go to 4, 5 or 6, but
I have tried all 6 combinations without any luck as described above. Thanks for any help you
can give! UK Smoker. SMF Premier Member. UK Smoker, morning I don't have a clue I'm
bumping this so it will stay in the loop OTBS Member. Group Lead. I built a PID a few years ago.
Follow this link for wiring. Refer to page 1 of the users manual for the model code. If there is an
"M" in place of the "T" in your model code, then you have a relay version. The relay version will
not work with a Solid State Relay. Hope this helps. Thanks nepas and sprky for pointing me to
that excellent article on wiring! I've checked it out and it confirms that all my wiring is OK, so it's
good to know that that's not the problem. Thanks also kevinscorral. So does this model have a
relay built into it? Having said that - if the output rating is V AC at 3A resistive load, would it
cope with a W hob? Really appreciate the help and support I am getting here! Triac output: 0.
Does this mean that my PID has got the right triad capabilities whatever they are? If so, how
should I wire it up? Last edited: Feb 2, It does not mean that it has a relay built in, just that it can
drive a mechanical relay at VAC, and up to 3A current draw. This will not drive your heating
element. The trigger output again, not enabled on your unit because it is the "relay output"
model would be used to drive a seperate triac circuit. It is intended to be used with an
electromechanical relay. Thanks Kevin - that's really helpful. Saved me even more hours of head
scratching! Thanks again UKSmoker. There you go, that'll work. Glad I could help. With the
mechanical thermostat that came with the smoker, I was seeing temperature fluctuations up to
50deg F. With the PID controller handling things, I can keep the temperature within a degree or
two of the set value. Also, I can now run the smoker at higher temperatures for birdie cooking.
PID's are great, and should come with every electric smoker, in my humble opinion. I use pids
quit often and have used the one you had at first. I don't rem. Looks like you are past this point,
but I just stumbled upon your queries. Another approach would have been to put a full-wave
rectifier or maybe, even a half-wave might work to convert the AC output of the pid to a DC input
for the SSR. Hope everything works out. I checked the links a couple member posted about PID
programming and wiring. Those links no longer exist. I do better with Visuals along with written
instructions. So if anyone knows of a Schematic to show how to wire a Controller through the
SSR to a Solid Ciontact to actually put power to the 2 heating elements, Please, please let me

know. I don't have a lot of hair left anyway, can't afford to pull more out. Thanks guys. You must
log in or register to reply here. Log in Your name or email address. Latest posts. Fortune Teller
Salami Latest: indaswamp A moment ago. Blowing Smoke Around the Smoker. Waygu Burgers
Latest: BB-que 8 minutes ago. Sous vide on a pork butt Latest: Inscrutable 31 minutes ago.
Sous Vide Cooking. Brisket Grinding. Latest: sandyut 45 minutes ago. General Discussion. Hot
Threads C. My BBQ hobby kept us alive. Boneless Turkey Breast. Top Bottom. Remember Me?
Page 1 of 5 1 2 3 4 5 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread: Pid Controller Schematic.
Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Pid Controller Schematic Here is a design schematic for a
PID controller for use either electric lead pot or lubersizer. If you do not stand for something,
you stand for nothing. You can't spell "restore" with h-y-p-o-c-r-i-s-y. The further a society drifts
from the truth, the more it will hate those that speak it. Very nice! Reason: removed ebay links If
you do not stand for something, you stand for nothing. Your project box has the heat sink link. I
fixed that, sorry guys Bodine, A great post. I'd like to suggest one change though to the
component list Ebay links tend to go dead in my experience. Charter member Michigan liars
club! Sooner or latter you are going to run into the nettles regardless of how careful you are.
Why the indicator lights? Seems like the PID display would be enough. I haven't felt the need to
add any to my PID. Also, what did you use for the on-off switch? I got one at Radio shack with a
built in on light, seems to work OK. Bodine thats great I like that. Your PID controller can be
bought right from auberins. I have dealt with them a lot and they are very helpful if you have
questions. One thing to keep in mind though is that a SSR when it goes bad it typically stays
closed so your unit would stay powered until you caught the problem. On the other hand a
contactor when they malfunction they typically open so you wouldn't have a chance of
something overheating if it was unattended. You would also have to use another PID which
Auberins has for the same price that is set up for a contactor. Just my. If you want to go the
cheaper route you can opt for a Ebay special that isn't rated for the larger current load and
simply use a wall wart to run an ice cube relay. This way there is no heat, no heat sink and the
money that was spent for the SS relay and heavy duty current rating of the PID will be spent for
the small wall wart power supply and a cheap plug in relay. The power supply one leg will
simply run thru a set of contacts in the PID controller. The heavy current needs of a heater will
simply be run thru the contacts of the add on relay. Last edited by 6bg6ga; at AM. Great
Schematic and thanks for posting! Last edited by sabrecross03; at AM. A short circuit will burn
out the 10A before the breaker can stop it. The 25 A May be OK in the same instance. Also who
says you will Always use the thing for Only W? Better to have the capacity that you can draw
from the wall and then you won't have to rebuilt it to get there. But the 25A in and feel good the
extra cost is what 50 cent. One suggestion, if I may. If you're using a metal case to house
everything then it's considered normal practice to also ground the earth lead to the case. I just
bought a SYLA2 from Auber, and the design schematic on it is different than the one at the top
of this thread. This may be covered somewhere else, but near as I can tell, it hasn't been
mentioned in this thread. Just hoping to save someone some trouble. Bottom line is, they're all
different! There is no "standard" as to which terminals are used for which functions. You have
to check the connections for whichever one you buy. Originally Posted by shuckinthecorn. The
title of this thread is "Pid Controller Schematic ". Isn't it possible that someone might actually
wire their unit by this? Until now, I don't think this has been mentioned in this thread. BTW, I
used the schematic that came with mine, and all is well. I knew to check the instructions for
each particular unit, isn't it possible that someone might not? As already stated, just hoping to
save someone some trouble, nothing else. I think the thermostat in my 4 20 is shot, and I have
some questions about building a PID controller. Does anyone have a guesstimate as to the cost
of all the parts for this project as listed? Is there a cheaper PID available that will work? I'm
thinking 'no frills,' if that is possible. Is a 'K type submersible thermocouple' a generic
description? Do I need any one in particular? Non-ebay source for same? Since things have
cooled down a little around the Frozone debate E-Bay is cheaper and
ez dumper trailer wiring diagram
2006 dodge fuel filter
93 lexus es300
it's the same stuff. Here are my recommendations, with some logic. I am not affiliated with any
of the sellers listed here and I bought my two sets of PID stuff from completely different sellers.
Prime eligible. I like going bigger than I need.. It's so cheap to just get the heatsink, I
recommend doing that and then there are no worries if you put grease in between the SSR and
the heatsink.. Typically what most use here are a long shaft "dip in the pot" type.. Amazon
appears to stink for that. Bite your pride and go on e-bay. This link will go dead eventually, but
as of today 3. Because of the fact the link will eventually disappear I think M6 screws are needed

for the heatsink if not included, I always had them in a cheap Harbor Freight assortment I got on
close out there Reason: removed ebay link. Page 1 of 5 1 2 3 4 5 Last Jump to page:. All times
are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved. Copyright c GunLoads. All posts or typed
information are copyright the Original poster.

